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PROFESSIONAL DESCRIPTION



Delivery from 4 to 9 days

Delivery from 4 to 9 days

AUTOMATIC CUTLERY DRYER, productivity 8000 cutlery/hour:

dries , polishes and eliminates limescale stains from cutlery after washing ;
fully automatic ;
bodywork and polishing tank in stainless steel ;
rounded circulation ramps for cutlery avoid blockages;
economic : savings in personnel costs and fast return on investment;
fast : production of 8000 pieces/hour;
hygienic : the UVC germicidal lamp sterilizes the cutlery and the cleaning granulate;
the electronic control panel is very easy and intuitive to use and has various indicators:

luminous and acoustic indicator of the machine ready to introduce cutlery,
luminous indicator of the activated or deactivated heating elements,
granulate replacement indicator;

the temperature of the granulate is constantly controlled by means of a probe, characterized by precision and speed of reaction. The panel is
equipped with a temperature probe break light indicator;
the panel is also equipped with a light indicator for replacing the UV-C germicidal lamp. This lamp can be switched off for repairs and
maintenance;
in addition to the operating cycle, this dryer-polishing machine includes a drying cycle of the granulate after use of the machine, with automatic
stop. This makes it possible to lengthen the life of the rinse aid granules;
motor power : 300W;
resistance power : 900 W;
uvc lamp power: 8W;
noise level (1 m.): 70 dB(A),
background noise: 25dB(A).

Included :
germicidal lamp
bran 5 kg

Accessories/Options:
Front wheel kit

CE MARK

TECHNICAL CARD

power supply Monofase
Volts V 230/1

frequency (Hz) 50
motor power capacity (Kw) 0,3

net weight (Kg) 130
breadth (mm) 630

depth (mm) 693
height (mm) 783

AVAILABLE MODELS

TCF457-000220

Technochef - AUTOMATIC CUTLERY DRYER,
productivity 8000 pcs / h, V.400 / 3, THREE-PHASE
Dryer-polishing machine for automatic cutlery, output
8000 cutlery / hour, V.400 / 3, Kw.0,3, Weight 130 Kg,
dim.mm.630x693x783h

TCF457-000210

Technochef - AUTOMATIC CUTLERY DRYER,
productivity 8000 pcs / h, V.230 / 1, SINGLE
PHASE
Dryer-polishing machine for automatic cutlery, output
8000 cutlery / hour, V.230 / 1, Kw.0,3, Weight 130 Kg,
dim.mm.630x693x783h
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